Towards Closing the Discrepancy of Pilot Anthropometry and Aircraft Seat Dimension for Reducing Lower Back Pain (LBP) Among Fighter Pilots


ABSTRACT

Background: Severe Lower Back Pain is an Occupational Hazard among the Aircraft Pilot. Objectives: The aim of this paper is to propose an experimental procedure involved to determine the anthropometry difference between local aircraft pilots and western aircraft pilots. The study proposes understanding the relationship between the occurrences of LBP and the dimension of the aircraft seat. Results: LBP will be measured objectively by using Electromyogram (EMG) and expecting to provide information on the causes of LBP. The experiment will be used to come out with a solution to reduce the discrepancy of aircraft seat dimension and pilot anthropometry. Conclusion: This study outcome will be proposed to improve the survival among the aircraft pilot by enhancing the operational environment in the cockpit. In addition, the data gathered from the study is also can be used to design the products for aircraft purposes. Indirectly, performance among aircraft pilots whom serve for the nation will be increased. In conclusion, this study posits on the reduction of gap between aircraft seat and pilot dimension via physical ergonomics intervention and integration of dynamic components which taking consideration of biomechanical requirement.

INTRODUCTION

Lower Back Pain has been identified as one of the most costly occupational hazard among the world wide working population. In Malaysia, lower back injury is the commonest type of work related musculoskeletal which is about 50%. [12] In fact, work related low back pain is a major cause of work absenteeism and account for a high proportion of occupational disability costs whereby its account for 70% of all compensation costs. [12] One of the commonly cited risk factors of occupational related LBP is sitting beside heavy physical work, heavy lifting and non-neutral postures such as forward bending and trunk rotation [2]. Both industrial and non-industrial occupational groups could be affected from work related LBP.

Pilots are just as susceptible to lower back pain then the general population due of the nature of their work. Pilots must be confined to a cockpit for hours on end without having the chance to get up and stretch their muscles. Military pilots, especially fighter pilots, engage in high speed aerobatic maneuvers that can put a tremendous amount of stress on the body. A few studies conducted to support those statements for examples in 1996, Sheard et al, performed a case control study between staff Naval flying military personnel (161) compared to a control group of randomly selected non-flying military personnel (310) to quantify the incidence of low back pain. Result shows that flying military personnel (82%) experience significantly more back pain than controls (52%) (p < 0.01) though the nature of pain was similar in both groups [25]. According to study reported by Yoshihara et al in 1999, lower back pain has been considered one of the significant problems in pilot mainly fighter and jet trainer pilot resulted from G-load, pilot positioning during operation.

Lower back pain in pilot described as uncomfortable body posture during prolonged flights resulting from the lack of lumbar support exerted highest effect on pain provocation [29]. According to Dara S et al,
ergonomics design of instruments and equipment in the cockpit plays an important role in how the pilot perform during flight. A pilot is considered stationary worker therefore, the cockpit seat needs to be designed with particular attention.

Derived from literatures review above, the main source of LBP fighter pilot is poorly ergonomic seat that resulted in improper sitting posture in the cockpit. Researcher therefore decided to perform a study to identify the occurrence of lower back pain among local aircraft pilot in related to aircraft seat.

**Methodology:**

The aim of this study is to determine the anthropometry difference between local aircraft pilots and western aircraft pilots. Beside that, the association between dimensions of existing aircraft seat and the pilot anthropometric will be identified. An experimental procedure will be performed in order to study the relationship between the occurrences of LBP and the dimension of the aircraft seat. In this experiment, LBP will be measured objectively by using Electromyogram (EMG). The result expected to provide information on the causes of LBP. Data gathered from the experiment will be used to come out with a solution to reduce the discrepancy fighter seat dimension and local fighter pilot anthropometry.

**Pilot anthropometry:**

Pilot’s anthropometry measurements play an important role in design of aircraft seat. The dimension of aircraft seat should be based on pilot’s anthropometry. Thus, the incompatibility between pilot and aircraft seat would not occur. Failed to comply to this principle will lead to occurrence of work related lower back pain. Anthropometric data varies considerably between regional populations [24]. Therefore, anthropometrics data of the local fighter pilot expected to be different from western. In this study, the anthropometry data of local pilot will be gathered. The height, sitting height, leg length, thigh length and weight are among the variables will be measured. We aimed to identify the most critical variable, which could lead to LBP among the local aircraft pilot.

**Awkward posture and LBP:**

Incompatibility between users and workstation or tools will result in awkward posture. Awkward posture or inappropriate posture is used to describe the human position in which the head and shoulders are placed forward of the spine with the spine curved into an excessive S-shape, or a C-shape and it is widely referred to as a slouched or hunchback posture. According to the Theory of posture in normal body position, the human head is perfectly balanced on top of the spine that has a slight S-shape to absorb the pressures of movement as the persons sits, stands or walks. Any factor that alters or exaggerates of the natural shape will throw the weight of the head away from the center of the gravity and put mechanical strain on the spinal muscles and cause muscle tension and pain as occurred in awkward position. Hence, awkward posture is commonly associated with lower back pain, which presented as tiredness and ready fatigability.

**Workstation and LBP:**

Poorly designed workstation can cause LBP among the users resulting from awkward posture. Thus, Appropriate posture and properly design workstation is important to help in reducing or preventing LBP. It has been cited in a few studies [12,26] that work related MSD such as LBP could be prevented by appropriate ergonomic job design of the workstation, equipment or product. Reports on ergonomic research and intervention in the Asia Pacific region cover wide range of working condition issues such as anthropometry, workload, work posture, working hours, workstation designs and work organization. As regard to sitting posture, seat is the most vital element of workstation. Therefore, a properly designed workstation according to anthropometry of the user along with appropriate posture is important to help in reducing or preventing back stress and fatigue caused by discomfort of an inappropriate posture.

**Anthropometric data:**

Anthropometry is the measurement of physical characteristic and abilities of people. According to Zhang et al, Anthropometric consideration is a strong influence parameter on comfort in sitting [33]. The most important thing, anthropometric data provides essential information for the appropriate design of occupational and non-occupational environments as well as for the design of consumer products, clothing, tools and equipment [30].

In conclusion, the workstation for a pilot is cockpit. Incompatibility of its element particularly aircraft seat will lead to awkward posture resulted in LBP among aircraft pilot. Aircraft cockpit and its elements are designed based on the anthropometric characteristics of European pilots. Many studies on body dimension or anthropometry revealed that body sized differed greatly between European and Asian population. Hence, In order to design appropriate aircraft seat to fit for the local people, anthropometry studies are increasingly important. The researcher posits, by incorporating of pilot anthropometry information of Asian pilots into aircraft seat design will help to provide good posture and to reduce occupational related LBP among them.
Aircraft Seat Dimension:
The aircraft seat dimension ideally should be based on pilot’s anthropometry to facilitate the accommodation of the pilot within the cockpit and to avoid work related LBP resulted from awkward sitting posture. Most of the Malaysian aircraft seats were designed base on European anthropometry characteristic. The different of body dimension between European and Asian reflect the presence of mismatch between aircraft seat and Malaysian pilot. The mismatch will lead to improper sitting position, later lead to LBP. The best remedial measure to overcome above problem is to redesign the aircraft seat to suit our pilot. However, this solution will involve huge amount budget and complex engineering system. Hence, Its motivate the researcher to carry out this study with the aim of to figure out a solution in reducing LBP among local aircraft pilot.

Seat design consideration:
Beside anthropometry, biomechanical consideration is another important parameter needs to take into account in designing aircraft seat [31,33]. Biomechanical dimension such as seat backrest angle and seat inclination, lumbar support, seat height, seat depth, thigh support length and backrest height need to be considered. Failed to provide biomechanical need such as lumbar support resulted in LBP among aircraft pilot [15]. In addition, it is necessary to concentrate on the human aspect of the cockpit design. Therefore, understanding the flying behavior of the pilots or activities of the pilot within the cockpit will give ideas in designing a solution for reducing LBP.

Seat compatibility:
Aircraft seat design should compatible with pilot’s body dimension in order to provide ergonomics work environment [18]. From above statements, we can deduce that aircraft seat design needs to full filled biomechanical requirement of the pilot. In reducing the gap between aircraft seat dimension and pilot anthropometry will improve compatibility among them and in directly will reduce the risk of LBP

Reducing Lower Back Pain (LBP):
Lower back pain (LBP) is an occupational hazard (Aaras, 2001; Punnet et al, 2005). Back pain is a well-known occupational hazard in many types of occupations. Lower back pain (LBP) is also known occupational hazard among the worldwide aircraft crew. Occupational hazard is a serious issue because aircrews spend the largest proportion of their time in the cockpit.

Causes (Etiology):
Sitting has been recognized as one of the risk factor for the LBP. Sitting in awkward posture on non-ergonomics seat will lead to LBP [14]. Awkward posture or inappropriate posture is used to describe the human position in which the head and shoulders are placed forward of the spine with the spine curved into an excessive S-shape, or a C-shape and it is widely referred to as a slouched, or hunchback posture. According to the Theory of posture in normal body position, the human head is perfectly balanced on top of the spine that has a slight S-shape to absorb the pressures of movement as the persons sits, stands or walks. Any factor that alters or exaggerates of the natural shape will throw the weight of the head away from the center of the gravity and put mechanical strain on the spinal muscles and cause muscle tension and pain as occurred in awkward position. Hence, awkward posture is commonly associated with backaches of tiredness and ready fatigability.

A systemic literature review which was restricted to pilot occupation, musculoskeletal disorder as occupational hazards and work performance showed the aircraft seat, which does not fit to the pilot such as physical, would lead to discomfort and severe musculoskeletal disorder and this will affect performance of the pilot. Other factors are duration of sitting, vibration, movement while operating the aircraft and G-force.

Preventive measures:
According to Hawkins [13] complaints of discomfort in the cockpit are related to stress, and to the inappropriate cushioning of pilot seats. To mitigate occupation related LBP, physical ergonomics of the workstation need to improve [9]. Lyons J, 2002 further support that ergonomics can play an important role in the reduction of risk of injury to the professional driver by implementing modifications to the work place (engineering controls).

Based on literatures, we believed, application of Physical ergonomics intervention would improve workstation design. Thus, reduce of occupational related LBP in prolong sitting and awkward posture.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The expected result of the study would include anthropometric data difference between local and western aircraft pilot. In addition, this study data expected to reveal information regarding the association between
aircraft seat dimension and pilot anthropometry that explained the occurrence occupational hazards among. A part from that, the electromyogram test will demonstrate presence of muscle strain, which resulted from awkward posture.

From the main expected results above, researcher anticipated that this research would be a significant impact in which could reduce the LBP. Researcher will come out with a solution in order to reduce the gap between existing local aircraft seat and pilot anthropometry. Thus, reduce the risk of LBP among the aircraft pilot.

Besides, the researcher foresees, anthropometric data gathered from this study can be used for the future design of the equipment related to pilot’s need and satisfaction. This Asian Percentile Data (APD) can be used for designing other products for aviation purposes. This study will contribute in improving survival by enhancing the operational environment in the cockpit.

**Conclusion:**

For the conclusion, literature reviewed has shown that the main source of LBP fighter pilot is poorly ergonomic seat that resulted in improper sitting posture in the co Incompatibility of its element particularly aircraft seat will lead to awkward posture resulted in LBP among aircraft pilot cockpit. Aircraft cockpit and its elements are designed based on the anthropometric characteristics of European pilots whom known to have bigger body sized than Asian population. In addition to anthropometry, an aircraft seat design needs to full filled biomechanical requirement of the pilot From this study, the researcher finding will provide anthropometric data and will revealed the mismatch of aircraft seat to the local aircraft pilot. Reduction gap between aircraft seat and pilot dimension could be achieved by integrating the anthropometric and biometric parameters together with application of physical ergonomic in designing the remedial measure.
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